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Subspaces of Linear Spaces of Line Size 4 
ANDRIES BROUWER AND HANFRIED LENZ 
1. INTRODUcrION AND BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 
In a previous paper [1] we gave the following partial solution of the subspace problem 
for linear spaces of line size 4. 
For an ordered set X define 
X~ :={xEX:a~x~b}. (1.1) 
Let B(4)=(12No+l)u(12No+4) denote the set of vEN for which a linear space 
(= pairwise balanced design with A = 1, here a block design) of order v with line size 4 
exists. And let Bu(4) denote the set of v E N for which such a linear space with a subspace 
of order u exists (of course also u == 1 or 4 mod 12). Then by our former paper the two 
inclusions 
[12N + 1]~s+l ~ B 125+1 (4) 
and 
[12N +4]~s+16 ~ B 125+4 (4) 
hold for all s > 6. 
In this paper we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. If u E B(4) is sufficiently large, e.g. u;3l0 000, then 
B(4)~u-12!:; Bu(4). 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
The proof is independent of the former paper. This theorem is interesting for odd 
values of v - u, since even values are covered by the former paper. Note that v> 3u is 
a necessary condition. 
Two problems remain open. Firstly, does (1.4) still hold for small values of u? Secondly, 
is even B(4)~u+l ~ Bu(4), perhaps with finitely many exceptions? 
For general background see Denes and Keedwell [2], Hall [3] and Hanani [4]. All 
pairwise balanced designs (PBD) and (pairwise) groop* divisible designs (GOD) are 
understood to have parameter A = 1, hence the blocks are called lines. A PBD with line 
sizes in K ~ N, with v points in total, and with a subspace of order k is called a Bk[K; v], 
in case k = 1 simply a B[K; v]; and BdK) denotes the set of v E N for which a Bk[K; v] 
exists. The following two lemmata are well known. Let R := {x E No: 3u + 1 E B(4)}. 
LEMMA 1.1 (HANAN I) 
3u+lEB(4)¢:>uER:= (4No+l)u4N=B(R). (1.5) 
LEMMA 1.2 (see e.g. [1]). If k E Bu(R), then 
3k + 1 E B 3u + 1(4). (1.6) 
* We use wrong spelling on purpose, since the groops are not groups. 
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The main tool in this paper is a lemma which we owe to David A. Drake (personal 
communication), and which he used, together with the second author, for constructions 
of self-orthogonal latin squares with self orthogonal subsquares. 
MORE NOTATION. A GDD of order v with line sizes in K ~ N and with groop sizes 
in G ~ N is called a GD[K, G; v]; and GD(K, G) is the set of v E N for which a 
GD[K, G; v] exists. In case K ={k} resp. G ={g} we write k resp. g for {k} resp. {g}. 
A GD[k, g; kg] is called a transversal design (TD) and denoted by T[k; g]. By T(k) 
we denote the set of g E N for which a T[k; g] exists. g E T(k) holds iff there are at least 
k - 2 mutually orthogonal latin squares (MOLS) of order g, that is if N(g) ~ k - 2. 
It is well known that 
N (g) ~ 2 for g i' 2, 3, 6 (Bose-Shrikhande-Parker), 
N(g) ~ 3 for g i' 2, 3, 6,10,14 (Wang and Wilson [7]), 
N(g) ~ 5 for g > 62 (Ranani), and for g = 12, 
N(g)~6 for g>76 (Wilson [8], Wojtas). 
A sub-TD of a T[k; g] is a T[k; r] whose points resp. lines are points resp. lines of 
the original T[k; g], and whose groops are subsets of the groops of the given T[k; g]. 
If r i' g, then 
(k-1)r~g (Denes-Keedwell [2, p. 452]). (1.7) 
Tr(k) denotes the set of g E N for which a T[k; g] with a sub-T[k ; r] exists. Of course 
T1(k) = T(k). 
2. A COARSE ESTIMATE 
LEMMA 2.1. If 4~m ER, O~r~m, N(m)~3, and rER u{O}, then 
4m + r E Bm({4, 5, m, r}) ~ Bm(R). (2.1) 
For proof remove m - r points from a groop of a T[ 5; m] and change the groops of 
size> 1 into new lines. This is of course well known. 
LEMMA 2.2. If 5 ~m ER, O<r~m, N(m -1)~3, and rER, then 
4(m -1) + r E Bm({4, 5, m, r}) ~ Bm(R). (2.2) 
For proof remove m - r points from a groop of a T[5; m -1], and introduce an infinite 
point on the groops. Observe that the hypotheses N(m -1) ~ 3 resp. N(m) ~ 3 vf the 
last two lemmata hold for 4 < mER. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If 4 ~ mER, then 
R~:-3 ~Bm(R). (2.3) 
In particular for hEN 
Ri~L3 ~B4h(R) and Ri~~!i ~B4h+l (R). (2.4) 
The only case which is not covered by Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, is 13 E B4(4) ~B4(R) which 
is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.4. If x ER and O~x ~4n + 1, then 
12n +4+x EBAR). (2.5) 
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PROOF. By [5] there is a resolvable B[4; 12n +4] for every n E N. Add x infinite 
points and join them by a line. 
In particular, if 8.;; mER, and n ~ m + 2, then by (2.5) and (2.3) 
and hence by induction, beginning with n = m + 2, 
R~m+25 ~Bm(R) for m ~8. (2.6) 
This is a very coarse estimate, but it will prove useful. 
DEFINITION. For every mERu{O} denote by M(m) the minimum number xeN 
such that 
(2.7) 
By (2.6) M(m) exists, and M(m).;;16m+25 for m~8. It is easy to show that M(O) = 
M(1) = 1, M(4) = 13 and M(5) = 17. 
3. DRAKE'S LEMMA 
LEMMA 3.1 (DRAKE). Let v, v', k, k' be integers in the set R u {O}. Suppose furthermore 
V E Tk(5)nBk(R), (3.1) 
v'EBk,(R) (3,2) 
and 
k'~k, v'~v-k+k'. (3.3) 
Then 
4v + v' E B 4k+k, (R). (3.4) 
PROOF. On each of four groops of a T[5; v] construct a Bk [K; v] such that a groop 
of a given sub-TD[5; k] becomes a line of size k. This is possible by hypothesis (3.1). 
From the fifth groop delete v - v' points, k - k' of them from the corresponding groop 
of the sub-TD. This is possible by (3.3). 
On the remaining v' points of the fifth groop construct a BdR; v'] such that the 
remaining k' points of the fifth groop of the sub-TD form a line. This is possible by 
(3.2). By this construction we get the desired B 4k+k,[R; 4v + v']. 
Now we collect some pairs (v, k) which satisfy the essential condition (3.1) of Drake's 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2 (well known). Suppose there is a PBD with line sizes in K ~ N, and 
N (x) ~ 3 for all x E K. Suppose furthermore that some lines are distinguished such that an y 
point is on at most one distinguished line, and that for the size x of any non-distinguished 
line N(x) > 3. Then v E T k (5), if k is the size of a distinguished line. 
SKETCH OF PROOF. By hypothesis there are three mutually orthogonal quasigroup 
L L L 
operations 0, • and * on the points of each line L. If L is not distinguished we may 
assume that the three quasigroup operations are idempotent. 
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Define a quasigroup operation 0 (and analogously·, *) as follows. 
L 
X 0 Y = x 0 y if x and yare on the line L. 
If x = y and x is on a distinguished line, then L is understood to be this distinguished 
line (there is only one). If x is on no distinguished line, then our definition requires x ox = x. 
It is not difficult to show that this construction yields three mutually orthogonal 
quasigroup operations on the set of all points, with mutually orthogonal sub-quasigroups 
on each line. 
Remark. If N(x) > 3 for all x E K, then we may distinguish any line and no other one. 
EXAMPLES 
36E Ts(5), 21 E Ts(5). (3.5) 
PROOF. Remove one point from a B[5; 25] resp. B[5; 41], add an infinite point to 
a T[5; 7], and remove one point from a T[5; 9]. Then apply Lemma 3.2. 
By Mac-Neish's theorem we get more examples, namely 
20, 28, 32, 36, 48, 52, 60, 64, 68 E T4 (5), 
and furthermore the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. If v E Tk(5) and N(n) > 2, then vn E Tkn (5). 
The next lemma is essential for the use of Drake's lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Ifv E BdK) and N(n);;3max K -2, then 
vn EBkn(Ku{n}). 
PROOF. Put m := max K. There is a T[m; n] with an incidence matrix 
A= 
•• 0 ••••••• 
......... . 
where the Ai(i = 1, ... , m) are n x n 2 -matrices with entries in {O, 1} such that 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
A;A J = J (an all-one-matrix) for i ;i: j (3.9) 
and 
A;AT = nI for i = 1, ... , m (I is the unit matrix). (3.10) 
In the incidence matrix of a Bk[K; v] replace the ones in every column by the partial 
matrices A 10 A 2 , ••• , and the zeros by n x n 2 - zero-matrices. The result is the incidence 
matrix of a GD[K, n; nv]. Regarding its groops as new lines yields the desired Bnk[K u 
{n}; v]. 
We shall use this lemma for K = Rand n E R. 
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LEMMA 3.5 
4n E B({4, 5}) for n E N!7\{12}. (3.11) 
PROOF. Add 0 or 4 infinite points to a resolvable B[4; 12m +4] in case m = 
1,2,3,4,5. This settles the cases n rf 6, 9,15. Remove one point, all points of a line, 
one point from a B[5; 25], B[5; 41], B[5; 61] and get the assertion. 
REMARK. In fact, also 4B E B({4, 5}) as one can see from a direct construction. From 
this it follows easily that R = B({4, 5}) u {B, 9, 12}. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If n E R, then the pairs (v, k) = (24n, 4n), (2Bn, 4n), (32n, 4n), 
(36n,4n), (40n,4n), (44n,4n), (52n,4n), (60n,4n), (64n,4n) and (68n,4n) satisfy 
condition (3.1) of Drake's lemma. 
For proof use (3.5), (3.6), Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4 with max K = 5. 
LEMMA 3.7. Forn E R the pairs (v, k) = (36n, 8n) satisfy (3.1). For n E R andN(n) >6 
the pairs (44n, Bn) satisfy (3.1). 
PROOF. By (3.5) and Lemma 3.3, 36n E TSn (5) and 44n E TSn (5) for n E R. By 
Lemma 2.1 
36n = 4.Bn +4n E Bsn(R) for n E R. 
By Lemma 3.4 with max K = 9 
44n EBsn(R), if n ER and N(n»6. 
LEMMA 3.B (SADE). If n = m + l E Tm(r), IE T(r) and k E T(r+ 1), then 
m + Ik E Tm+/(r). (3.12) 
PROOF. See [2, pp. 42B-432]. Observe in particular that Q u (R x {h}) forms a 
sub-quasi group for the operation 0 on p. 429 in [2] for each hE H. 
COROLLARY 3.9 
29, 33 E Ts(5). (3.13) 
For proof put m = 1, l = 4, r = 5, and k = 7, B in Lemma 3.B. 
COROLLARY 3.10. For n E R the pairs (v, k) = (29n, 5n) and (33n, 5n) satisfy (3.1). 
This follows by Lemma 3.4 for max K = 5, since 29, 33 E B({4, 5}). 
4. ApPLICATION OF DRAKE'S LEMMA 
Our aim is to show that 
R::'k O -3 ~Bk*(R) for large k*. (4.1) 
Suppose that k* E R is large (how large will be discussed later). Determine v' E Rand 
k' E R u {OJ such that for a given pair (v, k) which satisfies (3.1) 
k* = 4k + k' (4.2) 
with 
(4.3) 
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and 
M(k')",;; v'",;; v -k +k'. 
Then the hypotheses of Drake's lemma are satisfied and we get 
v*:= 4v + v' E Bk*(R), 
hence 
In particular put 
R 5v - k + k ' (R) 4v+M(k') ~ B k* • 
(v, k) = (von, kon), 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
where n E Rand (vo, k o) is one of the pairs (4, 1), (21,5), (36,8), (5, 1), (44,8), (29,5), 
(24,4), (33,5), (28,4), (36,4), (40,4), (44,4), (52,4), (60,4), (64,4), (68,4). In case 
(vo, ko) = (44,8) the extra hypothesis N(n) > 6 is necessary. We replace (4.3) by the 
sharper condition 
0",;;k'",;;12ko-3",;;93, (4.6) 
which is possible, since the difference of two consecutive numbers in R is at most 3. 
By (2.6) 
M(k')",;; 192ko-23"';; 1513. (4.7) 
If we put 
a := vol ko = vi k, /3 := (5a -1)/4, (4.8) 
then (4.5) reads 
fJ(k* - k ') 
R a(k*-k')+M(k') ~ B k*(R') . (4.9) 
Now by (4.6) and (4.7), using Landau's o-symbol, 
M(k')=ak', 13k' = o(k*). (4.10) 
Hence, for large k*, by the table below it is readily seen that the intervals (4.5), that is 
(4.9), together with the interval R~Z:-3 and the infinite interval R~k*+25' cover the 
infinite interval R~k*-3. Hence (4.1) is proved. 
Vo 21 36 5 44 29 24 33 
ko 5 8 1 8 5 4 5 
a 4·2 4·5 5 5 ·5 5·8 6 6·5 
{3 5 5·375 6 6·625 7 7·25 7·875 
Vo 28 32 36 40 44 52 60 
ko 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
a 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 
{3 8·5 9·75 11 12·25 13·5 16 18·5 
If one is not interested in the question, how large k* has to be to assure the validity 
of (4.1), then the pairs (29, 5) and (33, 5) may even be omitted, and still each f3 is greater 
than the next a, which is essential for the proof. But we need rather large factors n for 
the pair (vo, ko) = (44, 8), because of the condition N(n) > 6. Hence the proof of (4.1) 
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works without use of Sade's not quite easy Lemma 3.8. On the other hand, if we use 
Lemma 3.8, then the troublesome pair (44, 8) can be omitted, and all n E R are admissible 
as factors of the pairs (vo, ko). 
Now we shall give an explicit upper bound for the numbers k* for which (4.1) is still 
in doubt, by use of the pairs (vo, ko) = (29, 5) and (33, 5), but without (44,8). 
An easy, though somewhat lengthy hand-computation shows that the above intervals 
do not leave a gap if 
k*~3252. (4.11) 
Hence Theorem 1, which follows from (4.1) by (1.1) and (1.2), holds for u ~9757. 
This upper bound for the values of v for which (1.4) is in doubt could be a little 
improved by improving the coarse upper bound (2.6) for M(m), which is possible. 
5. A STRONGER RESULT FOR THE CASE V == u mod 3 
THEOREM 2. If v, U E R, 
v==u mod 3, 
... 
4u~v>3'25u-3, 
and if v is large, then 
We shall prove this theorem with other letters instead of u, v. 
First we prove a lemma by well known reasoning. 
LEMMA 5.1. IfvEBk(R),then 
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Let 
4v-3kEBv(R). 
~ ~ 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
be the v-rowed incidence matrix of a Bk[R; v], such that B is the k-rowed incidence 
matrix of a B[R; k]. Furthermore let A with m = 4, n = v - k be the incidence matrix 
(3.8) of a T[ 4; v - k]. Then the (0, I)-matrix 
Ai B 
A2 B 
A3 B 
A4 B 
0 C C C C D 
(with zeros in the empty spaces) describes a B 4v - 3k [R; v]. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Suppose that v e R is large, v and v* are in R, 
and 
Put 
Then 
hence k e R. Furthermore, 
13 4v~v*>-v-3 4 ' 
v*=v mod 3. 
4v-v* 
k:=-3~ 
k =0 or 1 mod 4, 
v 
0,,;;k<4+ 1, 
v >4k -4. 
Since v is large we can apply (4.1) or (2.6) and get v eBk(R). By Lemma 5.1 
4v - 3k = v* e Bv[K]. 
This is the theorem, with v *, v instead of v, u. 
COROLLARY. Ifu,veB(4), 
v*=u* mod 9, 
4u* - 3 ~ v* ~ 3·25 u* -12·25, 
and if v* is large, then 
PROOF. Put v* = 3v + 1, u* = 3u + 1, and apply Theorem 2. 
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